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For better or worse, financial markets are a cornerstone of the global economy. On
one hand, they contribute to economic growth by facilitating the allocation of capital
and resources between savers and entrepreneurs, reducing informational asymmetries,
and enabling diligent risk management (e.g., Shine, 2013). Positive financial perfor-
mance is generally a signal of favorable economic activity, and studies focusing on the
finance-growth nexus find a strong (and arguably causal) relationship between financial
and economic development (King and Levine, 1993). On the other hand, increasingly in-
terconnected and complex financial markets can also generate negative externalities. Lay
investors (e.g., retirees and pensioners), for example, are particularly vulnerable to neg-
ative changes in market conditions which affect their net worth (Bernhard and Leblang,
2006). Also, an increasing reliance on capital markets for sovereign financing can make
national policy making sensitive to the preferences of global markets (rather than to con-
stituents) which can further weakens financial systems during periods of crisis (Mosley,
2003; Merler, Pisani-Ferry et al., 2012).

In light of these potentially significant social costs and benefits, political economists
have long been interested in the causes and consequences of financial market outcomes.
This study contributes to studies that focus on the influence of conflictual forms of po-
litical contestation, such as terrorism (Eldor and Melnick, 2004; Arin, Ciferri and Spag-
nolo, 2008; Chesney, Reshetar and Karaman, 2011), war (Frey and Waldenström, 2004;
Rigobon and Sack, 2005), and protest demonstrations (Pruitt and Friedman, 1986; Ep-
stein and Schnietz, 2002; King and Soule, 2007). These events are common in both
democracies and dictatorships, and are often a signal of increasing social discontent. By
fueling political uncertainty, socio-political instability may have a negative effect on a
variety of economic outcomes, which in turn influences investor sentiment and by ex-
tension financial market performance (Alesina and Perotti, 1996). Here, I examine how
socio-political instability in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), and in particular
the “Arab Spring” movements of the early and mid 2010s, influenced financial markets
throughout the region.

To be sure, this is not the first study to consider the effect of the Arab Spring on
domestic markets. Recent work by Mousavi and Ouenniche (2014) finds that political
conflict throughout the region significantly impacted risk and returns on domestic stock
and commodity markets. Also, Abdelbaki (2013) finds a strong and consistent relation-
ship between the (2011) Friday protests in Tahrir square and changes in market indices
on the Egyptian Exchange.

This study builds on this work by providing a more nuanced explanation of financial
market reactions to political instability, one rooted in the micro-foundations of politi-
cal risk assessment within investment management. I argue that investors do not care
about political instability in and of itself.1 What financial market participants care
about instead is how instability influences the risk associated with uncertain returns un-
der different policy regimes. Where instability provides new information about policy
uncertainty, they reallocate their portfolios to reflect this new exposure to political risk.
Trader assessments of policy uncertainty increase when the risk of government turnover
increases (ex-ante), and is at its highest when regime turnover occurs (ex-post). These
insights are based in part on the experiences of various financial market professionals;

1As an alternative energy financier in the United Arab Emirates responded to a question about
whether domestic politics matters when engaging in business in the region: “Everyone [will] always want
to invest in the [MENA] irrespective of whats going on [politically], as long as they can get a piece of
the pie.” (Alamzeedi, 2014)
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some of whom are based in the region and were actively trading during the Arab Spring.
In distinguishing between ex-ante and ex-post mechanisms of turnover, I test two causal
mechanisms related political uncertainty to financial market reactions.

Financial Market Reactions to Socio-Political Instability

Does socio-political instability matter for financial market outcomes? The consensus an-
swer among pundits, analysts, and scholars is yes. Political instability has been found to
influence financial development as well as predict market returns in both domestic and
international financial markets (e.g., Erb, Harvey and Viskanta, 1996). Roe and Siegel
(2011), for instance, find that material conflict (e.g., assassinations, coups, deaths related
to domestic violence) impedes stock market capitalization in a cross-country sample of
domestic and international markets. And Beaulieu, Cosset and Essaddam (2005) pro-
vide evidence that events related to the secession of Quebec from Canada influence the
volatility of stock returns on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Political instability has also
been found to play a much more significant role in influencing outcomes in developing
markets (e.g., Aggarwal, Inclan and Leal, 1999), with analyst perceptions of political
uncertainty representing the most important determinant of stock returns in emerging
contexts (Diamonte, Liew and Stevens, 1996).

As this relationship between political instability and market outcomes has long been
empirically established, a large interdisciplinary literature in finance, economics, and po-
litical science has since turned to better understanding how these political risks influence
markets. Socio-political risk can sway markets through two different mechanisms. The
first is through the psychological fear associated with political violence which induces
changes in the economic behavior of consumers and firms. Political instability harms
perceptions about the state of the economy and reduces consumers’ confidence about
their economic well-being (e.g., Alesina and Perotti, 1996). Low consumer confidence
is generally associated with increases in savings and decreases in discretionary spending
(Garner et al., 1991; Ludvigson, 2004), which in turn leads to disruptions in firms’ rev-
enue streams. In addition, violence stemming from political instability, particularly when
that violence targets industries, firms and assets, also discourages real investment activ-
ity through its effects on capital accumulation (Gyimah-Brempong and Traynor, 1999;
Aisen and Veiga, 2013). Overall, firms have less profits to reinvest and investors are wary
of providing financing given heightened country risk. As a result, political instability
can lead to poor financial market performance, because the value of financial assets are
determined by a net present value calculation of expected cash flows of a firm.

At the same time, this same literature (in line with broader research on empirical
finance), also presumes that all publicly available information is already incorporated
into asset prices (Malkiel and Fama, 1970). Under this assumption of rational markets,
political events that are expected or easily anticipated ought not be consequential. This
suggests that instability should only influence markets when it provides traders with new
information about social and political conditions (Cosset and De La Rianderie, 1985). If
markets are efficient, traders use this new information about political uncertainty to up-
date their ex ante valuations of financial assets and reallocate their portfolios accordingly.
With respect to the Arab Spring, it could be that because financial market participants,
Middle East specialists and intelligence analysts were all well aware of the significant and
escalating economic and political problems in the region, the risks associated with politi-
cal violence across the region were hedged against and priced into risk premiums (Cosset
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and Suret, 1995).2 This is not to say that we should expect no relationship between
instability and financial market performance within the context of the Arab Spring. As
Voth (2001) shows in his analysis of asset prices in the Weimar Republic, it may be the
case that political uncertainty influences markets through its effect on policy.

This bring us to another set of explanations that focus less on the direct economic
costs of instability, and more on its indirect effect through policy. Changes in policy
comprise non-market forces that alter the expected value of investments by restricting
economic activity or instigating policy uncertainty (e.g., Fowler, 2006). As market reac-
tions to political events reflect investor ex-ante expectations, political economists have
analyzed how various political factors (e.g., elections, partisanship, and institutional com-
mitments) influence markets through policy risk. One significant political factor with a
predictable effect on policy is partisanship. This mechanism is based on the assumption
that left-leaning parties prefer redistributive polices as they receive the majority of their
political support from lower class citizens (Alt and Chrystal, 1983, p. 51). Right-leaning
parties, on the other hand, rely on the backing of middle and upper classes, who prefer
policies that promote fiscal responsibility and low inflation (p. 192). When left (right)
governments win elections, investors expect higher (lower) levels of redistribution and
inflation, and presume a loss (gain) in real investment returns (Herron, 2000). Expec-
tations of diminished (growing) returns under left (right) governments has the effect of
increasing uncertainty about the possibility of a stock market revival in the future, lead-
ing to negative (positive) sentiment and higher (lower) levels of volatility (Leblang and
Mukherjee, 2005, p. 783).3

The arrangement and stickiness of institutions also influence investor sentiment. For
example, political systems with proportional representation electoral rules tend to exhibit
higher levels of spending, social transfers, and inflation, but limited policy fluctuations
(Persson et al., 2007). Alternatively, although majoritarian systems correspond to smaller
welfare states, they are much more susceptible to major shifts in policy when governments
turn over (Acemoglu, 2005; Persson and Tabellini, 2005, p. 1032). These institutional ar-
rangements are associated with greater uncertainty regarding policy duration and future
government spending, which can lead to more volatile investment patterns that nega-
tively affect financial market performance (Béjar and Mukherjee, 2011). Furthermore,
political institutions have a mediating effect on the influence of other phenomena (e.g.,
public opinion, electoral uncertainty) on market equilibria (Freeman, Hays and Stix, 2000,
p. 452), as does the “stickiness” of economic institutions. Institutional commitments and
veto players that limit the policy discretion of elected officials lead to policy stability,
credibility, and in turn the predictable regulatory environments that financial market
participants prefer (Tsebelis, 1995; Keefer and Stasavage, 2003). Thus, these types insti-
tutional arrangements (e.g., independent central banks, exchange rate commitments) can
promote price stability and lessen market volatility (Bernhard and Leblang, 2006, p. 5).

Uncertainty about policy continuity also distorts consumption dynamics (Calvo and
Drazen, 1998, p. 7), affects the quality of legal institutions (Svensson, 1998), is corre-

2This point is illustrated nicely in a quote by a senior analyst at Mubadala Development Company, a
wholly owned investment vehicle of the Government of Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates: “There
are [political] demonstrations happening everyday, but they are not all the same and we do not react
to all of them because we’ve already hedged against bigger [political] risks. We only react where we see
something unexpected.” (Abed, 2014)

3These ex ante expectations also influence trading volume and capital inflows, which indirectly affect
stock price and volatility (Kothari and Shanken, 1992; Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen, 1992; Leblang and
Mukherjee, 2005)
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lated with the development and stability of markets (Demirgüç-Kunt and Levine, 1996;
Claessens and Laeven, 2003), and influences asset allocation and equity risk premia
(Bansal and Dahlquist, 2000). Consumption, volatility, asset allocation, and equity risk
premia all have direct effects on profitability and returns. The quality of legal institu-
tions also matters because entrepreneurial activity (of which financial market activity is a
subset) in a given country is ultimately a function of whether investors and firms believe
their property rights and contractual agreements will be protected by the regime (Alchian
and Demsetz, 1973). Financial market participants are particularly sensitive to economic
policy uncertainty that further fuels uncertainty about future returns (Sum, 2012). Policy
uncertainty, for example, discourages firm-level investment and hiring (Bernanke, 1980),
which has a negative effect on economic performance (Bloom, 2009; Fernández-Villaverde
et al., 2011). Although these studies primarily link democratic processes to market out-
comes, the focus on policy uncertainty is key to understanding financial market reactions
to politics in general.

Micro-foundations of Political Risk Analysis

Studies that connect political processes and institutions to market outcomes vis-a‘-vis
their influence on policy outcomes are largely consistent with the micro-foundations of
political risk analysis within investment management. As a risk analyst at one of the
largest global asset management firms noted in an interview about how political risk is
analyzed in hedge funds:

“[Financial market participants] are mostly concerned with tax, fiscal, mone-
tary, and regulatory policies that are good predictors of financial performance.
For example, if the U.S. government unexpectedly raises interest rates [in
2015], we would expect people to borrow and spend less. With fewer cus-
tomers, we would expect retailers not to be as profitable, and expecting a
decline in stock price sell our investments in [retailers] as soon as the an-
nouncement came out.” (Tsa, 2014)

As this excerpt makes clear, market reactions to politically-relevant events reflect in-
vestor expectations about the financial gains of underlying assets under different policy
regimes. Further, this quote lends credence to the argument that financial market partici-
pants ultimately care about how politics influence economic policy uncertainty (Bernanke,
1980; Bloom, 2009; Fernández-Villaverde et al., 2011; Sum, 2012). They are also very
much in line with the experiences of various financial market professionals I interviewed
between 2014 and 2015 , some of which are based in the Middle East region and were
actively trading during the Arab Spring. To take but one example, Majed Al Mesmari,
the head of investment banking for JP Morgan Chase in the United Arab Emirates, in-
dicated that while most competent investors, particularly institutions, were selling direct
investments in countries plagued by the uncertainty of the Arab Spring, they still re-
mained exposed to sovereign credit risk: “As unrest increased, [investors] were selling
their investments and dumping their money in the [United Arab Emirates] which they
believed was more stable...While this was true, we were still exposed to what was going on
in Egypt because of the massive investment commitment the [U.A.E.] government made
to Sisi.” Other investors were also concerned with changes in fiscal and monetary policy
given their exposure in other emerging markets, particularly bonds (Wagstyl, 2011).
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The central thesis of this study is that where instability provides investors with new
information about policy uncertainty, they reallocate their portfolios to reflect any new
exposure to political risk. In this mental model, policy uncertainty can be defined as
deviations from expected regime behavior, where past behavior indicates a norm. As
uncertainty about policy changes increases during instability, so does the range of possible
outcomes as well as investor forecasts of the effect of instability on the valuation of
financial assets. This increased variability in the range of possible realizations is reflected
in financial market volatility. This theoretical story is based on the premise that investors
make trading decisions based on their ex-ante valuations of the financial assets under
different policy regimes. Trader forecasts of policy regimes – and, by extension, the
valuation of expected cash flows – are a function of market assessments of how credibly
threatening civil unrest is to the status quo. Where the risk of government turnover
increases, regimes are more sensitive to popular demands and more likely to provide
policy concessions. Investors hedge against this dynamic preemptively by reacting to
escalating civil unrest.

We can find many examples of socio-political instability leading to policy concessions
during the Arab Spring. For instance, autocrats in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Oman or-
dered political and economic concessions to broaden support for their regimes and quell
demonstrations against them (Hussain and Howard, 2013). In these cases, changes in
government policy are ex-post indicators of the overwhelming risk civil unrest presented
to the region’s durable regimes. So to is government turnover, which also influences
policy risk. This is because uncertainty about who is going to come into power next
and what their policy platform will be is the highest at this point. In Egypt, for exam-
ple, the displacement of the long-standing Mubarak regime created a political opening
with multiple parties (e.g., Liberals, Islamists) vying for power. Uncertainty regarding
these political outcomes condition investor sentiment and trading behavior in the same
way expectations about electoral outcomes influence financial market reactions to demo-
cratic elections. Investors, for example, “demand higher rates of return...when political
outcomes are less predictable,” which increases the cost of financing for governments
(Bernhard and Leblang, 2006, p. 104). Investors see changes in policy and government
turnover as reflections of the increasing effect of social instability on policy risk, which
influences their trading behavior accordingly.

An Empirical Model of Financial Market Volatility

In sum, I posit two similar but distinct mechanisms through which socio-political in-
stability can influence financial market outcomes. First, financial market participants,
upon seeing escalating instability, anticipate potentially negative policy changes and di-
versify their portfolios in an attempt to mitigate exposure to systemic risk. I consider
this is an ex-ante mechanism, because investors are preemptively hedging against policy
uncertainty. Second, given changes in government policy aimed at quelling civil unrest
as well as the uncertainty about political outcomes after government turnover, investors
reallocate their portfolios. In this ex-post account of trading behavior, investors react
to the resulting effect of instability on policy. In both stories, socio-political instabil-
ity provides information cues about policy uncertainty to financial market participants,
causing them to update prior valuations and uncertainty surrounding these valuations un-
der increasingly unpredictable policy regimes is reflected in increases in financial market
volatility.
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Table 1: Main Hypotheses
H1 Escalating socio-political instability in Tunisia and Egypt will be associated

with volatility on the Borse de Tunis and the Egyptian Exchange.
H2 Policy concessions, leadership change and regime turnover in Tunisia and Eg-

ypt will be associated with volatility on the Borse de Tunis and the Egyptian
Exchange.

H0 Civil unrest, changes in government policy and government turnover in Tuni-
sia and Egypt will not be associated with volatility on domestic financial
markets.

Table 11 outlines the main hypotheses generated by these arguments. To test them,
I consider the effect of socio-political instability, policy concessions, and gov- ernment
turnover in Tunisia and Egypt on the Bourse de Tunis (TSE) and Egyptian Exchange
(EGX). To model volatility on the main indices of each market (TUNINDEX and EGX30),
I use a generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model, an
econometric approach that accounts for high degrees of auto-correlation common in fi-
nancial time series, and implementing the model requires high frequency financial and
political data. But while daily market prices and curated datasets of common socio-
economic control variables are available and can be easily accessed, it is difficult and
expensive to collect comparable data on civil unrest. In response to this problem, re-
searchers have developed dictionary-based software to extract event information auto-
matically from a large corpus of text (e.g., news articles). The biggest obstacle from
using existing software to generate event data on specific event types, however, is how
cumbersome and expensive developing event dictionaries can be. To date, for example,
existing dictionaries and ontologies (e.g., Conflict and Mediation Events and Observa-
tions, CAMEO) were hand-coded by paid domain experts and research assistants over
the past decade.

Next, I introduce a system for machine coding daily-level event data on socio-political
instability that addresses this bottleneck. The system uses a bootstrapping algorithm
that identifies event phrases from an unannotated corpus, and then reformat learned
expressions into verb dictionaries to be used in PETRARCH (Python Engine for Text
Resolution And Related Coding Hierarchy), a natural language processing tool which
extracts events in a ‘who-did-what-whom’ relations from fully-parsed texts. The system
is validated against a hand coded dataset on collective action in the United States from
the New York Times. The method I introduce lowers the barrier for using event data in
research or industry by streamlining the process of dictionary development. The method
can also be used to learn phrases to extend or complement existing event data dictionaries.

An Empirical Model of Financial Market Volatility

Every moment of every day, important political events, such as riots, government meet-
ings, violence, arrests and protests, occur throughout the world. In some cases, these
events pose clear risks that can escalate into conflict, while others present opportuni-
ties for improved socio-political relations. In either case, these events relay meaningful
information that can be a rich source of data for analyzing international and domestic
politics. Political event datasets have long been common-place in the social sciences (e.g.,
Azar, 1980; Pevehouse and Goldstein, 1999; King and Lowe, 2003; Schrodt et al., 2008;
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Raleigh et al., 2010) and have been used to study, among other things, the dynamics
of peace, conflict and mediation (e.g., Reuveny and Kang, 1996; Shellman and Stewart,
2007; Hendrix and Salehyan, 2012. As a formal process of quantifying interactions be-
tween states, organizations, and groups of individuals, event data have also proven to
be useful for foreign policy analysis, where it is difficult to collect such granular data at
scale. The security community has also used event data extensively in the development of
early warning systems for forecasting political change and conflict (Schrodt and Gerner,
2000; Shearer, 2007; Obrien, 2010).

Event data can also be of use for the analysis of political risks in industry, where at
the present time firms rely, almost exclusively, on qualitative approaches. When ana-
lyzing outcomes such as policy meetings or power transitions, qualitative methods are
appropriate, because they often require a level of domain expertise that cannot be easily
incorporated into quantitative models. However, other questions, such as the average
substantive effect of political instability on demand or earnings, are ill-suited for subjec-
tive analysis since they require analytical consistency that one or a group of analysts can
rarely achieve. For this reason, one purpose of this paper is to introduce a system for
extracting information from text and demonstrate how this approach can help analysts
assess and manage political risk. As Bagozzi and Schrodt (2012) show, however, there
are various types of “political” events that existing (comprehensive) event data coding
schemes are missing. To the extent that different types of events (e.g., criminal activity,
human rights violations) are relevant for various conceptions of political risk that extend
beyond traditional conflict and cooperation, more effort should made to establish an open
and replicable framework for event dictionary development (Schrodt, Beieler and Idris,
2014).

A second goal of this paper is thus to introduce the political science event data commu-
nity to the current state of the art in dictionary development techniques for information
extraction. In particular, I introduce a bootstrapping algorithm for event pattern ex-
traction, which takes as inputs collections of relevant (in-domain) and irrelevant (out-
of-domain) texts, event phrases, and event characteristics for learning. The method iter-
atively learns event phrases (e.g., verb phrases), agent terms (e.g., actors), and purpose
phrases (e.g., verb phrase complements that describe the purpose of an event) from an
unannotated corpus of text. Event phrases learned are then reformatted into verb dictio-
naries and can be used to extend existing coding schemes or develop entirely new ones.
To test the performance of event phrases as verb dictionaries in an event data system,
I conduct an experiment comparing machine-coding to hand-coding of social instability
events from the New York Times annotated corpus (Sandhaus, 2008) using the Dynamics
of Collective Action data (Earl et al., 2004) as a benchmark reference.

In what follows, I provide a brief overview of event data as both a data type and a
process that uses pattern recognition to code documents quickly, transparently, at scale,
and at little marginal cost after the initial development of coding schemes. I then intro-
duce bootstrapping as a low cost method for dictionary development. After validating
the accuracy of the system, I use the bootstrapping technique to learn event dictionar-
ies and code daily-level event data on socio-political instability from financial news and
research sources. In doing so, I make a case for using domain-specific source texts and
compare these data to the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System, a heavily subsidized
event database on political instability only recently released publicly. I conclude with
thoughts on the use of event data as a method for measuring and monitoring political
risk at scale.
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of three component parts:

{SOURCE ACTOR, ACTION TYPE, TARGET ACTOR}1

In addition, events have general attributes (e.g., date/time, location) and unique fea-

tures relevant to particular event types. For example, a protest event might include

information about the number of demonstrators that were present or a militarized dis-

pute may contain a count of casualties. In addition to being described as a specific type

of data, event data can also be explained as a coding process. Although this chapter

contributes to the research and development of automated methods for generating event

data, we should begin by considering why machines might be preferable to human coders.

As Schrodt and Yonamine (2012) note in their discussion of human and machine coding,

while human coders have a greater capacity (relative to computers) to decode “complex

sentence structures” and interpret “metaphorical, idiomatic, or time-dependent text”,

they are slow, expensive, subjective and in their coding biased and non-replicable (p. 5).

This is to say that while human intuition, particularly when analyzing politics, is a

powerful analytical tool, it also possesses some major shortcomings.2

2 Schrodt and Yonamine

national Relations project [18] had identified event data as the second most com-
mon form of data—behind the various Correlates of War data sets—used in quanti-
tative studies. The 1990s saw the development of two practical automated event data
coding systems, the NSF-funded KEDS (http://eventdata.psu.edu;[9,
27, 25]) and the proprietary VRA-Reader (http://vranet.com; [13]) and
in the 2000s, the development of two new political event coding ontologies—
CAMEO [28] and IDEA [5]—designed for implementation in automated cod-
ing systems. The U.S. Department of Defense Intergrated Conflict Early Warning
System (ICEWS) project made extensive use of event data in the development of
forecasting models for Asia; details can be found in [22]. A summary of the current
status of political event projects, as well as detailed discussions of some of these,
can be found in [26, 10].

The purpose of this paper is to describe a number of incremental improvements
and lessons-learned in the recent experience of both our open-source work at Kansas
and Penn State.This paper is a “how-to” exercise—albeit at a rather high level of
generality in places—rather than a theoretical one, and the objective is to provide
some guideposts for others who might be interested in undertaking similar efforts,
whether as basic research or for applied policy purposes. The paper essentially goes
through the various phases of a machine-coding project, outlined schematically in
Figure 1, starting with the decision on whether to use human coding at all, and
discusses both the issues we encountered, the choices we made for resolving these,
and thoughts on further developments that might be relevant in the future.

Fig. 1 Process of Generating Event Data by Automated Methods

From the outset, we would emphasize that automated coding is still a work in
progress. It has clearly crossed the threshold into the realm of practical utility but
we do not view it as fully developed. In addition, we are making increasing use of
pre-processing software from the much larger field of computational natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), and advances in that area will undoubtedly substantially

Figure 3.1: The Process of Generating Event Data by Automated Methods

Because the inconsistency of subjective, human analysis can lead to biased samples,

automated methods of generating event data, as outlined in Figure 3.1 by Schrodt and

Yonamine (2012), are often preferred. These automated approaches use pattern recogni-

tion to code documents quickly, transparently, at scale, and at little to no marginal cost

after initial development. Event data coders - such as KEDS (Gerner et al., 1994) and its

1For example, a story reporting Israeli military action targeting Palestinian territory would be coded
as {ISRMIL, 190, PLAINS}, where event code 190 is the ‘use of conventional military force.’

2For instance, see Tetlock (2005) and Kahneman (2011) for examples of how cognitive biases inherent
in human expertise is generally associated with poor predictions and bad inferences.

34

Figure 1: The Process of Generating Event Data by Automated Methods

Machine Coding Event Data

Over the last few decades, social and computational scientists have refined a process for
systematically and objectively quantifying political events, a process generally referred
to as “event data”. At its most fundamental level, event data is a data type consisting
of three component parts:

{SOURCE ACTOR, ACTION TYPE, TARGET ACTOR}4

In addition, events have general attributes (e.g., date, time, location) and unique
features relevant to particular event types. For example, a protest even might include
information about the number of demonstrators that were present or a militarized dispute
may contain a count of casualties. In addition to being described as a specific type of data,
event data can also be explained as a coding process. Although this paper contributes
to the research and development of automated methods for generating event data, we
should begin by considering why machines might be preferable to human coders. As
Schrodt and Yonamine (2012) note in their discussion of human and machine coding,
while human coders have a greater capacity (relative to computer) to decode “complex
sentence structures” and interpret “metaphorical, idiomatic, or time dependent text,”
they are slow, expensive, subejctive and in their coding biased and non-replicable (p. 5).
This is to say that while human intuition, particularly when analyzing politics, is a
powerful analytical tool, it also possesses some major shortcomings.5

Because the inconsistency of subjective, human analysis can lead to biased samples,
automated methods of generating event data, as outlines in Figure outlined by Schrodt
and Yonamine (2012), are often preferred. These automated approaches use pattern
recognition to code documents quickly, transparently, at scale, and at little to no marginal
cost after initial development. Event data coders - such as KEDS (Gerner et al., 1994)
and its successors TABARI (Schrodt, 2001) and PETRARCH (Schrodt, Beieler and Idris,
2014) - can process hundreds and in some cases thousands of lines of parsed text in
seconds, extracting[who-did-what-to-whom] relations where they are found.6 Pattern

4For example, a story reporting Israeli military action targeting Palestinian territory would be coded
as {ISRMIL, 190, PLAINS}, where event code 190 is the ‘use of conventional military force.’

5For instance, see Tetlock (2005) and Kahneman (2011) for examples of how cognitive biases inherent
in human expertise is generally associated with poor predictions and bad inferences.

6TABARI (Textual Analysis by Augmented Replacement Instructions) is a “shallow” parsing system.
Because shallow parsing does not require the full syntactic analysis of a sentence to identify proper nouns
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recognition is based on three pieces of information: verbs, verb phrases and actors. Verbs
and verb phrases provide a linguistic machine-readable description of the event, which is
defined as an action one actor is taking towards another. Actors are nouns and pronouns
that the system uses to identify and extract the actors involved. Put simply, a story is
classified as an “event” where the program identifies two actors and an action, much like
a human coder would.

Machine Coding Event Data

Verbs, phrases, and actors are predefined in text-based dictionaries mapping particular
verbs or verb combinations and actors to event and actor codes codified in an event and
actor ontology. For example, sentences containing one of the following verb phrases (verbs
are bold) would be classified as an event in which the use of force was used to prevent
entry or exit from a territory:

• NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER

• BARRED TRAVEL

• BLOCK TRAFFIC FROM

• BLOCK BORDER POST

In the international relations context, these phrases are taken from the most widely
used automated event data coding scheme, Conflict and Mediation Events and Obser-
vations (CAMEO), which contains over 15,000 verb phrases that are used to determine
event codes (Schrodt et al., 2008). In addition, the ontology includes thousands of politi-
cally relevant state, sub-state, and regional actors and agents covering over 200 countries
and administrative units around the world. These actors are collected from a variety
of open sources (e.g., CIA World Leaders) and supplemented via manual coding with
named entities, including corporations and non-governmental organizations. Although
there are several ways an individual’s or organization’s name can be written, this number
is finite and can easily be extended automatically using a mixture of named entity recog-
nition and network based approaches (e.g., Finkel, Grenager and Manning, 2005; Getoor
and Machanavajjaha, 2013). Verb phrase dictionaries, on the other hand, are far more
difficult to develop and maintain as there are exponentially more ways of describing an
event.

CAMEO, which was originally meant to be a short revision of an early event data cod-
ing scheme by political scientist Charles McClelland (1976), took three years to develop
and included multiple revisions of dictionaries. The high degree of intensiveness needed
to develop dictionaries is the biggest obstacle to using existing solutions to generate data
on events outside of the traditional interactions included in existing political ontologies.
As interest in the use of automated methods to generate event data in other special-
ized domains (e.g., natural disasters, financial/economic activity) increases, open and
replicable methods for low-cost dictionary development are needed. I introduce one such

verbs and direct objects within verb phrases, the system is lightning fast and able to code over 2000
sentences per second. PETRARCH (Python Engine for Text Resolution And Related Coding Hierarchy),
on the other hand, requires fully-parsed input and currently codes only about 150 parsed sentences per
second. See Schrodt, Beieler and Idris (2014) for a comparison between TABARI and PETRARCH.
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method, a bootstrapping algorithm for event pattern extraction, which takes as inputs
collections of relevant (in-domain) and irrelevant (out-of-domain) texts, event phrases,
and event characteristics for learning. Such techniques, already common in information
extraction, can be useful for automating the development of new specialized event data
coding schemes as well as extending existing event dictionaries.

Dictionary Development for Information Extraction

The large up-front costs of developing and maintaining dictionaries for event classification
is a well known problem among researchers working on information extraction. Because
the accuracy of these knowledge-based natural language processing systems is limited to
the use of specialized dictionaries, dictionary development has proven to be an imped-
iment to the performance of these tools in other specialized domains. As Riloff (1993)
notes: “Knowledge-based natural language processing (NLP) systems have demonstrated
strong performance for information extraction tasks in limited domains, [because they]
depend on a domain-specific dictionaries that must be carefully constructed for each do-
main” (p. 811). This suggests that the strong performance of con- temporary event data
systems is limited to the domain of political conflict and cannot be reproduced in other
areas without comprehensive dictionaries that generally requires hundreds of hours of
manual labor to develop.

In response to this bottleneck, many solutions have been engineered for the automatic
development of dictionaries for use in domain agnostic information extraction systems
(e.g., Riloff, 1993; Riloff, 1996a; Craven et al., 1998). One such method, named Au-
toslog, is a supervised algorithm that learns extraction patterns from an unannotated
training corpus of documents from a particular domain (Riloff, 1996b). These extraction
patterns are akin to noun and verb phrases in the political science event data world that
describe an event as well as the actors involved. Once learned, these extraction patterns
(also referred to as case frame structures) are then used to classify similar items. For
example, a user who may want to induce event phrases for extracting corporate actions
(e.g., merger, acquisition) would feed the system an unannotated training corpus of trans-
action announcements as well as a list of relevant participants. The system would then
identify and extract noun phrases containing pronouns in the participant list. Further,
the creation of the noun list can be streamlined in a weakly supervised approach that
identifies relevant nouns and generates extraction patterns from a training corpus of “rel-
evant” and “irrelevant” items (Riloff and Phillips, 2004, p. 25). These simple learning
processes can significantly reduce the costs of dictionary development: Using Autoslog,
Riloff (1996b) created and validated a dictionary of patterns related to terrorism that per-
formed as accurately as a hand-coded dictionary of extraction features from the MUC-4
data.7

While the low cost of implementation is a point in their favor, there are some disadvan-
tages of these techniques as well. First, these systems assume that every phrase in which
identified nouns occur is a relevant instance, an assumption which in some cases could be
problematic. For instance, in addition to corporations being referenced in announcements
of corporate actions, they may also be referred to in other irrelevant contexts (e.g., in fea-
tures about social corporate responsibility). Moreover, the performance of these systems

7Riloff (1996b) was able to achieve 98% of the accuracy when compared to a hand-coded dictionary
which took an estimated 1,500 hours to develop.
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event keywords to gather a corpus of documents that may contain information about

an event of interest. Specifically, all probable event sentences with one actor and verb

phrase from the seed lists are collected. In each iteration then, sentences are parsed

and event phrases extracted where a verb (i.e., occupied square) or is attached by a

preposition (i.e., marched to square). The learning process is further constrained to

harvest event phrases, where an agent is the syntactic subject of the event phrase and

the purpose phrase is its complement. Where the dependency relation between agents

and event phrases is found, the event phrase is added into a dictionary of verb phrases.

Figure 1: Bootstrapped Learning of Event Dictionaries

2002) which addresses event-based organization of a
stream of news stories. Event recognition is similar
to New Event Detection, also called First Story De-
tection, which is considered the most difficult TDT
task (Allan et al., 2000a). Typical approaches re-
duce documents to a set of features, either as a word
vector (Allan et al., 2000b) or a probability distri-
bution (Jin et al., 1999), and compare the incoming
stories to stories that appeared in the past by com-
puting similarities between their feature representa-
tions. Recently, event paraphrases (Petrovic et al.,
2012) have been explored to deal with the diversity
of event descriptions. However, the New Event De-
tection task differs from our event recognition task
because we want to find all stories describing a cer-
tain type of event, not just new events.

3 Bootstrapped Learning of Event
Dictionaries

Our bootstrapping approach consists of two stages
of learning as shown in Figure 1. The process be-
gins with a few agent seeds, purpose phrase patterns,
and unannotated articles selected from a broad-
coverage corpus using event keywords. In the first
stage, event expressions are harvested from the sen-
tences that have both an agent and a purpose phrase
in specific syntactic positions. In the second stage,
new purpose phrases are harvested from sentences
that contain both an event phrase and an agent, while
new agent terms are harvested from sentences that
contain both an event phrase and a purpose phrase.
The new terms are added to growing event dictionar-
ies, and the bootstrapping process repeats. Our work

focuses on civil unrest events.

3.1 Stage 1: Event Phrase Learning

We first extract potential civil unrest stories from the
English Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011) using
six civil unrest keywords. As explained in Section 1,
event keywords are not sufficient to obtain relevant
documents with high precision, so the extracted sto-
ries are a mix of relevant and irrelevant articles. Our
algorithm first selects sentences to use for learning,
and then harvests event expressions from them.

3.1.1 Event Sentence Identification

The input in stage 1 consists of a few agent terms
and purpose patterns for seeding. The agent seeds
are single nouns, while the purpose patterns are
verbs in infinitive or present participle forms. Table
1 shows the agent terms and purpose phrases used in
our experiments. The agent terms were manually se-
lected by inspecting the most frequent nouns in the
documents with civil unrest keywords. The purpose
patterns are the most common verbs that describe the
reason for a civil unrest event. We identify probable
event sentences by extracting all sentences that con-
tain at least one agent term and one purpose phrase.

Agents protesters, activists, demonstrators,
students, groups, crowd, workers,
palestinians, supporters, women

Purpose demanding, to demand,
Phrases protesting, to protest

Table 1: Agent and Purpose Phrases Used for Seeding

Figure 3.2: Bootstrapped Learning of Event Dictionaries

For example, a news article describing a protest may read, “Labor activists go on

strike to protest new collective bargaining agreement.” In this sentence labor activists

would be extracted as an agent term, and go on strike as an event phrase and protest

new collective bargaining agreement a purpose phrase given the dependency relation

between the former verb phrase and the latter complement. Sentences that contain a

learned event phrase and either an agent or purpose phrase are assumed to describe a

probable event. As such, sentences in which an event phrase and agent are found can

be used to identify and extract purpose phrases. Conversely, where event and purpose

phrases are found, head nouns are added to the agent dictionary. So in a subsequent

iteration, the recent headline describing demonstrations against Arctic drilling, “Green-

peace activists dangle from Oregon bridge for 2nd day to protest arctic drilling,” be

identified as describing a related event given the inclusion of activists and protesting

in agent and purpose dictionaries. As new features are added to respective dictionar-

ies, this bootstrapping process is repeated until there are no event, agent, and purpose
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Figure 2: Bootstrapped Learning of Event Dictionaries

is constrained by the comprehensiveness of their noun lists. That is, most dictionaries
of extracted patterns will likely be incomplete, because it is difficult if not impossible
to create a fully exhaustive list of all possible nouns that might be present in all rele-
vant contexts. That is, it is easy enough to identify some entity involved in a particular
type of transaction (e.g., a law firm structuring a merger between two firms), but such a
system cannot recognize an exhaustive list of all entities that can be involved in such a
transaction (e.g., all firms that can be or are involved in mergers). While this problem
can be addressed using the semi-supervised algorithm referenced above, incompleteness
is still possible and likely. The system for learning event dictionaries introduced in here
addresses these issues by simultaneously learning semantic lexicons and event phrases
using a small amount of seed information and a large collection of unlabeled text. Using
a bootstrapping approach, the system is initialized with the seed information used to
classify unlabeled text, which is then reincorporated into the learner. Bootstrapping as a
method for text learning has proven to be useful and efficient for a variety of information
extraction tasks, including dictionary development and classifier training (Jones et al.,
1999; Huang and Riloff, 2012)

Bootstrapped Learning of Event Phrases

In this paper, I introduce a bootstrapping technique, developed by Huang and Riloff
(2013), to learn event phrases. The method iteratively learns event phrases (e.g., verb
phrases), agent terms (e.g., actors), and purpose phrases (e.g., verb phrase complements
that describe the purpose of an event) from an unannotated corpus of text. Unlike basic
keywords, these learned features distinguish documents describing relevant events from
irrelevant ones and have been proven useful for event extraction. The method begins
with a list of user defined seeds, including actors and purpose phrases, that are used as
event keywords to gather a corpus of documents that may contain information about an
event of interest. Specifically, all probable event sentences with one actor and verb phrase
from the seed lists are collected. In each iteration then, sentences are parsed and event
phrases extracted where a verb (i.e., occupied square) or is attached by a preposition (i.e.,
marched to square). The learning process is further constrained to harvest event phrases,
where an agent is the syntactic subject of the event phrase and the purpose phrase is its
complement. Where the dependency relation between agents and event phrases is found,
the event phrase is added into a dictionary of verb phrases.
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For example, a news article describing a protest may read, “Labor activists go on strike
to protest new collective bargaining agreement.” In this sentence labor activists would be
extracted as an agent term, and go on trike as an event phrase and protest new collective
bargaining agreement a purpose phrase given the dependence relation between the former
verb phrase and the latter complement. Sentences that contain a learned phrase and
either an agent or purpose phrase are assumed to describe a probable event. As such,
sentences in which an event phrase and agent are found can be used to identify and extract
purpose phrases. Conversely, where event and purpose phrases are found, head nouns are
added to the agent dictionary. So in a subsequent iteration, the recent headline describing
demonstrations against Article drilling, “Greenpeace activists dangle from Oregon bridge
for 2nd day to protest arctic drilling,” be identified as describing a related event given the
inclusion of activists and protesting in agent and purpose dictionaries. As new features
are added to respective dictionaries, this bootstrapping process is repeated until there
are no event, agent, and purpose phrases to be learned. Figure provides an overview
of this process. After learning is complete I generalize the event phrases list into an
event data-styled verb dictionary, using WordNet-based synonym sets (“synsets”) where
appropriate. In Table 2, for example, civil unrest event phrases are reformatted into a
dictionary with synsets:

Table 2: Event Phrases, PETRARCH .verb dictionary, and Synsets
Event Phrases .verb phrases PETRARCH SynSet

DECLARED A DEMONSTRATION DECLAR [—] <SYNSET>
- - * A &DEMONSTRATION [2042] &DEMONSTRATION
- - * INDEPENDENCE [2042] +Protest
- - * BOYCOTT [2042] +Strike
GATHERED FOR A PROTEST GATHER [—] +Boycott
- - * FOR A &PROTEST [2042] +Walk-out
WENT ON A STRIKE WENT [—] &CITY
- - * ON A STRIKE [2042] +Capital
MARCHED THROUGH THE &CITY MARCH [—] +Streets
- - * THROUGH THE CITY [2042] < /SYNSET>

Learning Collective Action Phrases from the New York Times

To validate the ability of the Huang and Riloff’s bootstrapping algorithm to generate
meaningful event phrases that can be used in event dictionaries, I conducted an experi-
ment on learning social instability phrases and machine-coding civil unrest from the New
York Times. Using the Dynamics of Collective Action (DoCA) project, a hand-coded
event data set of collective action events (Earl et al., 2004), I first extracted a random
sample of 438 articles about instability from the the fifth version of the New York Times
(NYT) annotated corpus (Sandhaus, 2008). This dataset, maintained by the Linguistic
Data Consortium (LDC), contains over 1.8 million articles between January 1, 1987 and
June 19, 2007. The unrest-related articles were then used to train a supervised classifi-
cation model to categorize the entirely of the NYT corpus.8 To do this I used a support
vector machine (SVM), which represents a set of training documents as points in space
and specifies a hyperplane that best splits documents of different categories (Vapnik and
Vapnik, 1998; Suykens and Vandewalle, 1999). Because it is memory efficient (i.e., does

8Excluding articles used for training and testing the accuracy of the SVM classifier.
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not need very many training examples) and highly effective in high dimensional spaces,
SVMs are a very popular method for text classification (Dumais et al., 1998; Zhang and
Oles, 2001; Tong and Koller, 2002; Lee et al., 2012).

Table 3: Accuracy of SVM classifier in NYT Experiment
Precision Recall F1-score Support

Negative Cases 0.21 0.79 0.34 58
Positive Cases 0.99 0.87 0.93 1,286
Average / Total 0.96 0.87 0.93 1,344

The classifier, which achieved a maximum level of 86.6% accuracy, identified 745,994
potential news stories about social unrest out of a total of 1,677,426 articles. Of these
potentially relevant stories, 15,000 articles were set aside for later testing of the accuracy
of the event data system. The following agent and purpose seeds were then selected based
on the frequency of nouns in potentially relevant stories as well as phrases in which most
frequent nouns were present: demonstrator, protester, islamist, regime, security, forces,
police (actor nouns); demonstrate against, clashing with police, attack protesters (purpose
phrases). Using these seeds, the bootstrapping algorithm learned a total of 1,038 unique
event phrases over 9 iterations from 730,995 stories.

Before we move on, however, note that close to 50% of the entire corpus is identified
as “potentially relevant.” While this may give us pause, given that the types of events we
are looking for (i.e., civil unrest) are fairly limited, it is not the case that event phrases
will be extracted from all or even the majority of these articles. Moreover, the majority
of event phrases are learned in the final iteration of the bootstrapping algorithm. One
one hand, this is a common characteristic of bootstrapping algorithms where the quality
of earlier iterations are far superior than latter ones where less characteristic phrases are
being picked up. It may also be the case, however, that the algorithm may be picking up
more nuanced descriptions of subtle forms of protest activity, which is a feature rather
than a bug. The basic idea here is to cast a big enough net for the algorithm to learn as
many phrases as possible and to identify a subset of relevant phrases post hoc.

To get a better idea of the quality of phrases the algorithm is picking up, I present all
of the phrases generated in iterations 1 through 8 in Table 5. A cursory examination of
these induced event phrases suggests that while the bootstrapping algorithm consistently
extracts meaningful event phrases, the quality of the event phrases degrade over time in
later iterations. For example, while “took to streets” and “held demonstration” are two

Table 4: Dictionary Size in NYT Experiment
Actor Nouns Purpose Phrases Event Phrases

Iteration 1 17 3 22
Iteration 2 27 20 16
Iteration 3 15 10 14
Iteration 4 7 7 7
Iteration 5 4 6 15
Iteration 6 7 34 9
Iteration 7 10 74 50
Iteration 8 49 707 190
Iteration 9 1465 5298 1038
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phrases that describe a protest event (in iteration 1), “trying mr.” and “wrote letter” (in
iteration 8) are not. That being said, event phrases in later iterations are not entirely
garbage (e.g., “announced strike,” “set fire,”) and given that the point of this study and
exercise was to identify event phrases that chronicle socio-political instability in general,
I conclude that the algorithm does seem to be consistently extracting meaningful event
phrases.

This analysis suggests that manual revision of event phrases learned in later iterations
maybe needed. As such, irrelevant phrases were excluded and the remaining relevant
phrases were reformatted into verb dictionaries, using synsets where relevant. The out-
standing 15,000 stories in our testing sample were then coded using PETRARCH and
the new verb dictionary. The system coded 2,249 civil unrest related events from which
250 were randomly sampled and hand-coded as civil unrest related or not. Out of 250
articles, 223 (about 89%) were classified correctly as containing information about col-
lective action, suggesting that ability of the learned event phrases can be used to extract
event data on socio-political instability at reasonable level of quality.

It is also worth noting that the 89% accuracy is much higher than other event coding
systems, including human coding, which typically top out around 75%. This unusually
high level of accuracy can be attributed to the evaluation of events as “correctly” coded.
The guidelines by which documents were identified as correct was a cursory example of
whether the event description coded contained relevant information about some aspect of
socio-political instability or civil unrest, including but not limited to protests, riots, and
other forms of violence by politically relevant actors. Table 6 presents some examples of
“correctly” coding events. Notice that while the final example does describe a civil unrest
event, it does not relate to Egyptian or Tunisian actors. This is because source and target
actors were not considered in the evaluation of accuracy, as the goal of this experiment was
to assess the efficacy of bootstrapped event phrases to identify events using an automated
coding system and not the accuracy of the system to correctly identify actors. That
being said, a more systematic evaluation of this bootstrapped coding system should also
consider the accuracy of actor coding and would likely decrease coding accuracy to the
more reasonable levels.

Coding Social Instability at Scale

Now that we have tested and validated that Huang and Riloff (2013)’s bootstrapping
algorithm can be used to learn verb phrases for extracting socio-political instability events,
I use the system to learn a dictionary for coding civil unrest as reported in financial news
and research. But because the event phrases learned from the New York Times corpus
may overrepresent the editorial practices of the it NYT, I re-implement the bootstrapping
technique using a comprehensive corpus of news wire text from the English Gigaword
dataset (Graff et al., 2003). That corpus includes over 4.5 million news articles from
Agence France Press (AFP), the Associated Press (AP), the New York Times (NYT), and
Xinhua (XIA). Of those 4.5 million, a little over 2.3 million documents were categorized as
potentially relevant to socio-political instability using the support vector machine trained
on a set of DoCA-coded articles on collective action. Using the same seeds as in our
experiment above (e.g., demonstrator, clash with police), the bootstrapping algorithm
learned over 1,700 event phrases over 12 iterations.9 Like the New York Times example

9See Appendix for Gigaword bootstrapped event phrases from iterations 1 through 4.
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Table 5: Event Phrases Learned from New York Times
1 walked off jobs 3 came to hall 8 is under order

staged rally continued protest carried placards
took to streets held strike filed request
take to streets refused meals gone to court
chanted slogans gathered at building filed complaint
taken to streets staged protest sent out letters
clashed with police marched on friday filed papers
staged strike called for demonstrations adopted resolutions
held demonstration maintained vigil filed lawsuit
marched in streets collected signatures allocated $
marched through city went on rampage set up line
held demonstrations held vigil made effort
signed letter staged demonstration issued subpoenas
gone on strike called strike decided mr.
announced plans gone on strikes begun campaigns
marched through streets 4 crowded streets do what
went on strike gathered afternoon rejected proposal

2 marched on hall circulated petitions joined forces
staged sit-ins delivered signatures passed resolutions
gathered in square staged demonstrations taken steps
walked off job planned rallies wrote letter
began strike marched tonight tried time
showed up at meeting 5 carried signs rejected plan
wrote letters staged series mailed letters
filled streets held conference trying mr.
held rally passed resolution reached agreement
marched in protest 6 are on strike cut off aid
occupied office adopted resolution received thousands
marched in protest looking for ways sued in court
staged sit-in approved resolution signed statement
signed petition called for strike announced strike
using clout sued city mounted campaign
rallied outside hall sent letters sued commission
blocked highway 7 wore ribbons started mr.
gathered on steps imposed sanctions served subpoenas
marched through paris sent letter go to court
been on strike called for march received letters
began sit-in filed suit making efforts
attended rally issued statement joining forced
signed petitions packed meetings set fire
staged protests went to court look for ways
attended meeting organized demonstrations taking steps
staged strikes do more made efforts
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Table 6: Example of “Correctly” Coded Civil Unrest Events

Almost 50 people died in violent clashes in Egypt Saturday, as the conflict-torn country marked
the third anniversary of the uprising that overthrew autocratic President Hosni Mubarak.

Vendetta killings occasionally occur in southern Egypt, where perceived violations of honor often
spark violence, but this fighting apparently raged while security forces did nothing to stop it.
Nubian students’ graffiti accused members of the Arab Beni Helal clan of working for the form
governments of ousted President Hosni Mubarak and overthrown Islamist President Mohammed
Morsi, witnesses said.

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan voted in nationwide local elections yesterday, and
said he was confident that “our people will tell the truth today.” More than 52 million people
are eligible to vote in the elections, which are the first popular test for Erdogan since last
summer’s large anti-government protests and allegations of massive corruption inside the Turkish
government.

Figure 3: Pattern Totals for Learned Event PhrasesFigure 3.3: Pattern Totals for Learned Event Phrases
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that an event would be included in an event dataset unless reported in the international

press. Fortunately in this information age, politically-relevant events are actively being

recorded and can be found online in the form of freely available open source text. These

stories can be downloaded in curated databases of news stories from reputable sources

(e.g., LexisNexis, Proquest), automatically collected from RSS feeds, or scraped from

the web. All of these methods often result in hundreds of millions of lines of text.
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such as North Korea.
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in event coding, as well as the chances of duplicate and incorrect coding of events. The

influence of duplicate entries can be reduced with basic one-a-day filtering – reducing
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in the previous section, it is likely that the quality of learned event phrases degrades
over time. As such, I only use relevant event phrases were then reformatted into verb
dictionaries, again with synsets.

Still it is key to consider the usefulness of these event phrases by calculating how many
events these new phrases generated. Figure pattern-totals plots the total frequency of
patterns used for event extraction. About 25% of the 1,700 phrases were not used at
all, and about 65% of the remaining non-zero phrases extracted less than 5 events. The
majority of events were generated from less than 5% of the total phrases learned. In line
with previous research in the political event data literature, the distribution of phrases
used for event extraction has a long, thin tail, indicating that the majority of events are
generated by a small number of phrases. While this may suggest that the majority of
phrases learned are useless, it could also be a function of the source text being coded,
which I consider next.

Although the emphasis in this paper has been event dictionaries, the utility of machine-
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coded event data is determined by the source text being coded. Differences in the report-
ing of events that are subjectively deemed newsworthy by the producers of this content,
paint different pictures of the world and what is actually occurring. As certain topics and
regions receive less attention (due either to a lack of strategic importance or restrictions
against press) they are less likely to be reported and even less likely to be identified by
event coders. This leads to a biased set of observed events from which any subsequent
analysis would lead to biased inferences. The extent to which existing sources can provide
a “God’s eye view” of current events has long been a major issue in event data research.
Because early projects (e.g., Azar, 1980; McClelland, 1984) were limited to coding event
data from sources that were readily available, it was unlikely that an event would be in-
cluded in an event dataset unless reported in the international press. Fortunately in this
information age, politically-relevant events are actively being recorded and can be found
online in the form of freely available open source text. These stories can be downloaded
in curated databases of news stories from reputable sources (e.g., LexisNexis, Proquest),
automatically collected from RSS feeds, or scraped from the web. All of these methods
often result in hundreds of millions of lines of text.

It should be noted that while analyzing multiple sources can help ameliorate selection
bias, it does not eliminate it entirely. It is still very difficult, for example, to obtain
credible reporting on politically relevant events in many countries around the world, such
as North Korea.

Financial News and Research Source Text

While the rapid diffusion of information and technology has made it virtually costless
to collect massive amounts of source text from a variety of sources, more data may not
always be preferable. For example, as the number of sources increases, so to does noise
in event coding, as well as the chances of duplicate and incorrect coding of events. The
influence of duplicate entries can be reduced with basic one-a-day filtering – reducing
multiple event coding of a single incident on the same day to a single data point. At
the same time, however, filtering influences the precision of coding by increasing the
potential for false positives (Schrodt, 2015). While this kind of noise can be accounted
for statistically, less noisy data can provide for more precise measurements for use in
monitoring and forecasting with event data. As Schrodt (2015) shows mathematically, as
the number of sources from which event data is being coded increases so does likelihood
of incorrect codings (p. 5-6). Moreover, because the probability of generating at least
one correct event as a function of the number of texts is asymptotically 1, there are
clear diminishing returns on the likelihood of a correct coding as the number of sources
increases.

The optimal choice of texts for machine coding would therefore be limited to sources
that are theoretically relevant for the task at hand. For example, the event data on
socio-political instability I generate here will be used in a subsequent analysis for testing
expectations about financial market reactions to political risk in Tunisia and Egypt. As
the majority of investment professionals rely on particular outlets and services for news
and information, it stands to reason that their understanding of political uncertainty is
based (at least partially, and at most exclusively) on information from these sources.
Trader reactions to political developments should therefore be driven more by reporting
and less so by ground truths. As such, I limit my collection of source texts to financial
news and research from Bloomberg Professional, a subscription-based service that offers
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Figure 4: Screen Shot of News and Research Filter

curated in-depth news and research reports, from top news wires (e.g., AP, Xinhua),
research analysts, and interview transcripts, on one platform. I believe there is strong
theoretical basis for relying on Bloomberg sources, as this is the primary source of news
for the majority of the financial industry.

Collecting Source Text from Bloomberg

Most institutional investors hold paid subscriptions to the Bloomberg Professional service.
For an annual fee of $20,000 per user, they get access to real-time financial and economic
data from a variety of public and propriety sources. These include up-to-the- minute
news from over 2,400 sources around the world as well as research content from over
1,500 independent providers, complemented by powerful filtering capabilities for exploring
historical records.10 To collect all news and research related to Tunisia and Egypt, I first
created the following filter using the NLR function.

Sources include international newswires, local sources, investment research, and cor-
porate disclosures and announcements (e.g., earnings statements), while Relevance con-
strains filtering to documents that the system is more confident are related to the specified
query. It should be noted that filtering, like other components on the Bloomberg ter-
minal, are proprietary features and as such little is known about the actual algorithms
implemented. As shown In Figure , I request documents that are categorized regionally
as Egypt and Tunisia, and filter out articles related to sports. This search returns a

10http://www.bloomberg.com/professional/products-solutions/
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Figure 5: Count of Socio-Political Instability Events

in a text file using the BKMK feature.8.

Figure 3.5: Count of Socio-Political Instability Events
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In total I collected 518,748 documents between June 1, 2009 and September 1, 2013.

Sentences were then parsed and represented as phrase structure trees using software

developed by the natural language processing group at Stanford (De Marne↵e and Man-

ning, 2008). Finally, these fully-parsed lead sentences in Penn Treebank format are

machine coded with PETRARCH, using bootstrapped socio-political instability dictio-

naries. 1,463 events were extracted between 165 unique actors and agents (See Table 3.6

for the highest frequency of actors and agents). Figure 3.5 present time series of event

counts as well as major political developments in each country. Two points are worth

noting: First, with the exception of some noise, the Egypt event series picks up trends

of political uncertainty throughout the Arab Spring, including significant increases in

instability leading up to Hosni Mubarak’s resignation from the presidency on February

2nd, 2011 and the military deposing Mohammad Morsi in July 2013. There is much less

variation in instability in Tunisia as measured by machine coding financial news and

research, with the exception of civil unrest and the resignation of Zine El Abidine on

January 11th, 2011.

8Bulk downloading with bookmarks involved the following keystrokes for every search query: filter
! 22 ! 23 ! BKMK ! Download ! 99 ! 1
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comprehensive list of news articles, market announcements, and research analysis pub-
lished on a particular date or date range. Monthly queries resulted in as many as 6,000
documents (on politically significant dates, such as mass protests in Tahrir Square) to
as little as 280 documents (on non-trading days). Although there has been a feature re-
quest for automatically downloading news and research for 2 years, the most systematic
way for bulk downloading was to manually bookmark documents and download them in
a text file using the BKMK feature.11

In total I collected 518,748 documents between June 1, 2009 and September 1, 2013.
Sentences were then parsed and represented as phrase structure trees using software de-
veloped by the natural language processing group at Stanford (Manning et al., 2014).
Finally, source news and research were machine coded with PETRARCH12, using boot-
strapped socio-political instability dictionaries. 1,463 events were extracted between 165
unique actors and agents (See Tables 7 and 8 for the highest frequency of actors and
agents). Events between the same source and target actors reported on the same day in
multiple story sources were identified as duplicate events and filtered out to create a final
database of unique events. Figure present time series of event counts as well as major
political developments in each country. Two points are worth noting: First, with the
exception of some noise, the Egypt event series picks up trends of political uncertainty
throughout the Arab Spring, including significant increases in instability leading up to
Hosni Mubarak’s resignation from the presidency on February 2nd, 2011 and the military
deposing Mohammad Morsi in July 2013. There is much less variation in instability in
Tunisia as measured by machine coding financial news and research, with the exception
of civil unrest and the resignation of Zine El Abidine on January 11th, 2011.

11Bulk downloading with bookmarks involved the following keystrokes for every search query: filter
→ 22 → 23 → BKMK → Download → 99 → 1

12PETRARCH version 0.2.0 was used and can be downloaded on github at
https://github.com/openeventdata/petrarch/releases/tag/0.2.0
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Table 7: Top 20 Bootstrapped Actors and Agents (Egypt)
CAMEO Actor Code Frequency
EGY 1312
EGYGOV 269
EGYBUS 62
ISR 52
GBR 46
EGYMED 44
EGYMIL 39
EGTYCOP 28
EGYOPP 25
EGYGOVBUS 24
SYR 20
FRA 18
USAGOV 18
EGYGOVELI 17
EGYEDU 15
EGYELI 10
EGYJUD 10
EGYCVL 5
EGVGOVMIL 5
ISRGOV 5

Table 8: Top 20 Bootstrapped Actors and Agents (Tunisia)
CAMEO Actor Code Frequency
TUN 66
TUNGOV 16
SAU 5
USA 4
LBN 3
TUNCOP 3
CAN 2
SYR 2
TUNBUS 2
TUNGOVMED 2
TUR 2
TUNEDU 1
TUNELI 1
TUNLEG 1
TUNMED 1
TUNMIL 1
TUNOPP 1
TUNPTY 1
TUNREB 1
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Comparison with ICEWS Material Conflict Event Data

Next, I compare the bootstrapped social instability data I collected to a subset of conflict-
ual political events in the Integrated Conflict Early Warning System (ICEWS) database
(Boschee, 2015). ICEWS is one of the biggest collections of machine- coded political
event data and is used within policy circles and the intelligence community to make fore-
casts international conflict (e.g., interstate conflict, ethnic violence). The project, which
has been generously funded by the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and the Office of Naval Research, began in 2007 and has since system-
atically collected data conflict and mediation from 250 countries and territories around
the world using similar dictionary-based tools described here (Ward et al., 2013). Unlike
other political event data projects, however, the verb dictionaries used for event extrac-
tion are proprietary and as such unavailable. A comparison with the ICEWS data in
Egypt and Tunisia provides a good benchmark for the validity of my bootstrapping cod-
ing system.13 Specifically, I consider the distribution of events overtime and compare the
most common actors and agents found in both datasets.

Event Counts Over Time. Figure provides a comparison between the time series
of bootstrapped socio-political instability and ICEWS conflictual events in Egypt. The
first thing that stands out is that the total number of events extracted are far larger in the
ICEWS database relative to my bootstrapping (i.e., 26,694 vs. 1,463). This discrepancy
in total events may reflect differences in the (number of) sources used by in both coding
systems, but we cannot be sure because the source data from which ICEWS events were
coded are not available. Nonetheless, although there are far fewer bootstrapped events,
the time trends of both series are similar, with a correlation of .58. We can see spikes
in socio-political instability and conflict leading up to Hosni Mubarak’s resignation on
(2/11/11) and the military coup that deposed Mohammed Morsi (7/3/13).

A similar comparison for Tunisia (Table ) also suggests that there are far fewer events
coded in by my bootstrapping system relative to ICEWS. Although there are far fewer
events, there seems to be more variation in event counts over time in the bootstrapped
series. That this variation also aligns with a spike in conflictual events leading up to Zine
El Abidine Ben Ali’s resignation from the Tunisian presidency (1/14/11) suggests that
the bootstrapped series may indeed be picking up relevant socio-political instability that
that isn’t identified in the ICEWS database. The correlation between the bootstrapped
and ICEWS event counts is .23. Lastly, a comparison between the total number of events
coded in Egypt and Tunisia by the ICEWS system indicates that there are far fewer
conflictual events in Tunisia in general. This suggests that the fewer bootstrapped events
in Egypt relative to Tunisia is not a peculiarity of my bootstrapped coding system but
the data and/or reporting on political relevant events in Tunisia.

Actors and Agents. To compare actors and agents found using the bootstrapping
approach introduced here and ICEWS I first identified the top (twenty) actors and agents
for each coding system. High frequency CAMEO codes for bootstrapped actors and
agents can be found in Tables 9 and 10. ICEWS actors and agents a bit more difficult to
identify, because the only names are provided in the data. I therefore manually mapped
ICEWS actors and agents to CAMEO codes (see Tables 3.5 and 3.7). An examination
of the most frequent actors demonstrates quite a bit of overlap among the most common
actors and agents found for both Egypt and Tunisia, but as EGY and TUN are the
highest frequency CAMEO codes there seems to be far less variation in top bootstrapped

13I consider ICEWS events for Egypt and Tunisia with a CAMEO categories 10 through 20.
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Figure 6: Social Instability versus Political Conflict (Egypt)Figure 3.6: Social Instability versus Political Conflict (Egypt)
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That this variation also aligns with a spike in conflictual events leading up to Zine El

Abidine Ben Ali’s resignation from the Tunisian presidency (1/14/11), suggests that the

boostrapped series may indeed be picking up relevant socio-political instability that that

isn’t identified in the ICEWS database. Lastly, a comparison between the total number

of events coded in Egypt and Tunisia by the ICEWS system indicates that there are far

fewer conflictual events in Tunisia in general. This suggests that the fewer bootstrapped

events in Egypt relative to Tunisia is not a peculiarity of my boostrapped coding system

but the data and/or reporting on political relevant events in Tunisia.

Actors and Agents. To compare actors and agents found using the bootstrapping

approach introduced in this chapter and ICEWS I first identified the top (20) actors

and agents for each coding system. High frequency CAMEO codes for bootstrapped

actors and agents can be found in Tables 3.6 and 3.8. ICEWS actors and agents a bit

more di�cult to identify, because the only names are provided in the data. I therefore

manually mapped ICEWS actors and agents to CAMEO codes (see Tables 3.5 and 3.7).

An examination of the most frequent actors demonstrates quite a bit of overlap among

the most common actors and agents found for both Egypt and Tunisia, but as EGY and

TUN are the highest frequency CAMEO codes there seems to be far less variation in top

bootstrapped actors and agents. It should be noted that this evaluation of bootstrapped
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Figure 7: Social Instability versus Political Conflict (Tunisia)
Figure 3.7: Social Instability versus Political Conflict (Tunisia)
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and ICEWS actors and agents is cursory at best. A much more involved comparison

would consider not only the frequency of actors and agents in general, but the prevelance

of CAMEO codes of individual source and target actors as well as dyads between them.

Taken together the evidence I present in comparing my low-cost and open source

bootstrapped system for coding political instability to the proprietary ICEWS database

indicates that both techniques paint similar pictures of the political conflict in the Middle

East and North Africa generally and the Arab Spring particularly.

Summary and Concluding Thoughts

This chapter introduced a system for machine coding daily-level event data on socio-

political instability. The system uses a bootstrapping algorithm that identifies event

phrases from an unannotated corpus, and then reformat learned expressions into verb

dictionaries to be used in PETRARCH (Python Engine for Text Resolution And Re-

lated Coding Hierarchy), a natural language processing tool which extracts events in

a ‘who-did-what-whom’ relations from fully-parsed texts. The system was then vali-

dated against a hand coded dataset on collective action in the United States from the

New York Times. The primary contribution of this chapter is methodological in that it
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Table 9: Top 20 ICEWS Actors and Agents (Egypt)
Actors and Agents CAMEO Code Frequency
Citizens (Egypt) EGYCVL 8,452
Protestors (Egypt) EGYOPP 6,878
Police (Egypt) EGYCOP 4,554
Egypt EGY 4,552
Egyptian Armed Forces EGYMIL 2,700
Military Personel - Special (Egypt) EGYMIL 1,832
Mohamed Morsi EGYGOV 1,376
Hosni Mubarak EGYGOV 818
Muslim Brotherhood EGYOPP 805
Christians (Egypt) EGYCHR 719
Government (Egypt) EGYGOV 818
Other Authorities / Officials (Egypt) EGYGOV 626
Israel ISR 617
Activist (Egypt) EGYOPP 556
Men (Egypt) EGTCVL 531
Muslims (Egypt) EGYMOS 514
Militant (Egypt) EGTINS 504
Armed Gang (Egypt) EGYCRM 477
Criminal (Egypt) EGYCRM 381
Legislature (Egypt) EGYLEG 221

actors and agents. It should be noted that this evaluation of bootstrapped and ICEWS
actors and agents is cursory at best. A much more involved comparison would consider
not only the frequency of actors and agents in general, but the prevalence of CAMEO
codes of individual source and target actors as well as dyads between them.

Taken together, the evidence I present in comparing my low-cost and open source
bootstrapped system for coding political instability to the proprietary ICEWS database
indicates that both techniques paint similar pictures of the political conflict in the Middle
East and North Africa generally and the Arab Spring in particular.

The biggest obstacle from using existing software to generate event data on other
event types (e.g., economic events) is how cumbersome and expensive developing event
dictionaries can be. Existing dictionaries and ontologies (e.g., CAMEO), for example,
were hand-coded by paid research assistants over the past decade.

The method I introduce lowers the barrier for using event data in research or industry
by streamlining the process of dictionary development and can be used to learn phrases
to extend or complement existing event data dictionaries. In the next section I use the
bootstrapped event data extracted from financial news and research to assess financial
market reactions to revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt.

Instability and Risk on the TUNINDEX and EGX30

in this paper, I argued that our understanding of financial market reactions to political
instabiilty can benefit from a closer examination of the microfoundations of political risk
analysis within the financial industry. Drawing upon anecdotal evidence, I’ve asserted
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Table 10: Top 20 ICEWS Actors and Agents (Tunisia)
Actors and Agents CAMEO Code Frequency
Protestor (Tunisia) TUNOPP 55
Police (Tunisia) TUNCOP 22
Tunisia TUN 19
Men (Tunisia) TUNCVL 9
Citizen (Tunisia) TUNCVL 8
Head of Government (Libya) TUNGOV 4
Children (Tunisia) TUNCVL 3
Zin El Abiding Ben Ali TUNGOV 3
Arabic Network for Human Rights Information HRI 2
Activist (Tunisia) TUNOPP 1
Extremist (Tunisia) TUNRAD 1
Government (Tunisia) TUNGOV 1
Main Opposition (Tunisia) TUNOPP 1
Military (Tunisia) TUNMIL 1
Ministry (Tunisia) TUNGOV 1
Moncef Marzouki TUNGOV 1
Muslims (Tunisia) TUNMOS 1
National Salvation Front TUNOPP 1
People Associated with Opposition (Tunisia) TUNOPP 1

that investors do not care about political instability, but rather how instability influences
policy uncertainty. Only when instability provides information about changes in policy
regimes should investors reallocate their portfolio to reflect any new exposure to political
risk not already hedged against. Specifically, trader assessments should increase when
the risk of government turnover increases (ex-ante), and will be its highest when turnover
occurs (ex-post). Next I present empirical analyses of these hypotheses.

Table 11: Main Hypotheses
H1 Escalating socio-political instability in Tunisia and Egypt will be associated

with volatility on the Borse de Tunis and the Egyptian Exchange.
H2 Policy concessions, leadership change and regime turnover in Tunisia and Eg-

ypt will be associated with volatility on the Borse de Tunis and the Egyptian
Exchange.

H0 Civil unrest, changes in government policy and government turnover in Tuni-
sia and Egypt will not be associated with volatility on domestic financial
markets.

In order to model the effect of the socio-political instability on financial market volatil-
ity in Tunisia and Egypt, I first collected market data from the Bourse de Tunis (TSE)
and Egyptian Exchange (EGX) between June 1, 2009 and September 1, 2013. This time
interval covers all of the major social and political events associated with the Arab Spring
in these countries. This time period also includes the mass protests in Iran against dis-
puted presidential elections, that ultimately did not instigate a revolutionary wave of
uprisings across the region. The main market index on the TSE is the TUNINDEX,
which includes equities of listed firms (priced for at minimum 30 days) weighted by mar-
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ket capitalization.14 The equivalent weighted market index on the EGX is the EGX30,
which considers the largest 30 firms as determined by liquidity and market activity, and
weighted by market capitalization (Shehata and Dahawy, 2014).

Figures and present the time series of both indices. As is common in high frequency
financial time series, neither index has a constant variance across the specified period
of time and the ranges are not distributed at random (Engle, 2001, p. 101). That is,
periods of high (low) volatility are followed by periods of high (low) volatility. This sug-
gests a particular kind of autocorrelation known as volatility clustering in the empirical
finance literature, suggesting that the series are autoregressive conditional heteroscedas-
ticity (ARCH) processes (Engle, 1982). To test for the existence of these processes, I
first took the difference of log returns for both time series, a common data manipulation
in financial econometrics meant to make a series stationary in its mean. I then exam-
ined the autocorrelated function (ACF) for the raw, squared, and absolute value of the
resulting series. The first raw ACF provides information about the conditional mean
of the series, while the other two (transformed) series GARCH behavior. The ACF for
the TUNINDEX series (Figure ) suggests persistence in the autocorrelations, while the
EGX30 (Figure ) indicates that the process is white noise.

Table 12: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Results
Dickey-Fuller Lag order p-value

Egypt -10.484 9 0.01
Tunisia -7.6115 8 0.01

In addition to plotting the autocorrelation functions for both series, I also conducted
a visual examination of a qq-plot of both series (see ). Both plots approximate a normal
distribution but have fat tails indicating heteroscedasticity in both time series. Finally,
I also conduct an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test on each test, which test for unit
roots in a time series sample (Said and Dickey, 1984). The underlying intuition here is
that in an integrated time series, an observation at time t contains no relevant information
to predicting changes in an observation at time t. The null hypothesis for of this test is
there is no unit root and if rejected suggests that the time series is not stationary. Table
12 presents the results to the ADF tests, reject the null that unit roots are present in
each series and suggest that both series are mean-reverting.15

A GARCH(1,1) Model of Volatility

Because both the EGX30 and TUNINDEX time series are stationary, I estimate a stan-
dard GARCH(1,1) model where the mean model is a standard autoregressive moving
average model:

∆ln(Rt) = α + βXt + εt (1)

where Rt are market returns from the Egyptian Exchange and the Borse de Tunis, cap-
tured by the EGX30 and TUNINDEX respectively, ∆ln(Rt) is the first difference of

14http://www.ilboursa.com/marches/cotation.aspx?s=px1
15I also ran Phillips-Perron and KPSS tests (Perron, 1988; Kwiatkowski et al., 1992), which both

suggest that both series are stationary.
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Figure 8: Closing Price, Returns, and ∆ Returns of EGX30Figure 4.2: Closing Price, Returns, and � Returns of EGX30
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Figure 9: Closing Price, Returns, and ∆ Returns of TUNINDEX
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Figure 10: QQ-Plot of TUNINDEX and EGX30 Returns
Figure 4.5: QQ-Plot of TUNINDEX and EGX30 Returns
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mance. First, I control for trading volume because markets prices tend to increase

(decrease) when trading volume is below (above) average (e.g., Karpo↵, 1987). More-

over, as Kothari and Shanken (1992) document, capital inflows associated with sharp

increases in trading volume are also influence stock price volatility. Second, because

historical stock market performance suggests that equity prices tend to increase during
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logged returns on Rt, Xt is a vector of exogenous covariates, and β represents a vec-
tor of estimated coefficients for each exogenous variable. Errors are given by εt and are
distributed (0, σ2

t−1). The conditional variance model is given by:

σ2
t = ω + λ1ε

2
t−1 + λ2σ

2
t−1 + βXt (2)

where ε2t−1 and σ2
t−1 are the error and varaince from the previous period, and Xt and β

are vectors of exogenous covariates and estimated coefficients.

Financial Market Controls

Included in both the conditional mean and variance equations are controls for factors
that the empirical finance literature has found to influence financial market performance.
First, I control for trading volume because markets prices tend to increase (decrease)
when trading volume is below (above) average (e.g., Karpoff, 1987). Moreover, as Kothari
and Shanken (1992) document, capital inflows associated with sharp increases in trading
volume also influence stock price volatility. Second, because historical stock market
performance suggests that equity prices tend to increase during economic contractions, I
control for inflation (e.g., Lastrapes, 1998). Prices in the domestic economy also influence
the volatility of financial assets when they induce uncertainty about the valuation of
earnings (Pindyck, 1983).

Table 13: Summary Statistics for Independent Covariates
Trading
Volume

Inflation
Interest

Rate
DJIA

Instability
Counts

Instability
7 Day MA

Instability
14 Day MA

Government
Turnover

Egypt
Min. -1.18 -0.17 -0.02 -0.05 0.00 -3.43 -4.93 0.00
1st Qu. -0.22 0.00 0.00 -0.004 0.00 -0.57 -0.64 0.00
Median 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.0007 0.00 0.00 -0.14 0.00
Mean 0.01 -0.0004 0.0001 0.0007 1.095 0.008 0.02 0.001
3rd Qu. 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.006 2.00 0.43 0.50 0.00
Max. 1.46 0.17 0.06 0.04 19.00 13.29 15.50 1.00

Tunisia
Min. -2.24 -0.20 -0.13 -0.05 0.00 -2.14 -3.86 0.00
1st Qu. -0.33 0.00 0.00 -0.004 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.00
Median -0.004 0.00 0.00 0.0006 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean -0.0001 0.00 -0.0001 0.001 0.04 -0.01 -0.02 0.003
3rd Qu. 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.006 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max 1.88 0.01 0.07 0.04 2.00 1.71 1.86 1.00

I also control for central bank benchmark interest rates, because the cost of borrowing
influences market movements through its effect on investment (e.g., Bernanke, 1980) and
consumer spending (e.g., Ludvigson, 2004). If a company is seen as cutting back on
its growth spending or is making less profit - either through higher debt expenses or
less revenue from consumers - then the estimated amount of future cash flows will drop,
which will influence market sentiment.16 Lastly, I include a control for global economic
performance, as captured by the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Finally, in order to
get more meaningful estimates of unit effects in the GARH time series framework, I
standardize all financial market controls by taking the first difference of logged covariates.

16http://www.investopedia.com/articles/06/interestaffectsmarket.asp
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This is a common approach in financial time series analysis meant to address concerns
with stationarity (e.g., ideally we want controls which are not conditional on the time at
which the series was observed).

Main Independent Covariates

Socio-Political Instability. The first independent variable of interest is socio-political
instability, which is measured in three different ways. First, I consider the count of
events counts at t− 1 for each trading day between 6/1/09 and 9/1/13. Second, because
investors do not only examine the events at t− 1 when making trading decisions, I move
past using counts of civil unrest events and also consider trends of instability by taking
the unweighted average of the number of socio-political instability events that transpired
over the last 7 and 14 days.

Table 14: Government Turnover in Egypt and Tunisia
Egypt
Hosni Mubarak resigns from presidency (February 11, 2011)
Ahmed Shafik (interim head of government) resigns as Prime Minister (March 3, 2011)
National Democratic Party dissolved (April 16, 2012)
Mohammed Morsi deposed by military (July 3, 2013)
Tunisia
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali resigns from presidency (January 14, 2011)
Mohammed Ghanouchi (interim head of government) resigns as Prime Minister (February 27, 2011)
Constitution Democratic Rally dissolved (March 3, 2011)

Turnover. In the second group of models I consider the influence of government turnover
on domestic financial markets. It is worth noting that both leadership and regime turnover
within the Middle East generally and Tunisia and Egypt specifically was quite rare and
occurred during relatively short periods of time. In Tunisia, for example, Zine El Abidine
Ben Ali resigned as president on January 14, 2011, the interim head of government,
Mohammed Ghanouchi, resigned as prime minister that February, and the regime party,
the Constitution Democratic Rally, was dissolved on March 3rd, 2011. Moreover, in Egypt
major changes in government occurred while financial markets were closed between the
end of January and the beginning of March 2011. During this time both Hosni Mubarak
and his deputy/interim head of Government, Ahmed Shafik, resigned in February and
March 2011 respectively. Despite the infrequency of these events, I created turnover
dummies to be included as the main predictor variable in the second set of GARCH
models.

Results

Tables 15 and 16 presents the results to a GARCH(1,1) model of the mean and variance of
market returns on the Egyptian Exchange and Borse de Tunis. Models 1 and 5 estimate
baseline models with no explanatory covariates in the mean equation and trading volume
in the variance equation. Trading volume was included in the variance equation of the
baseline models given its well established association with stock price volatility in finance
generally (e.g., Kothari and Shanken, 1992; Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen, 1992) and in
studies of financial market reactions to politics (Leblang and Mukherjee, 2005). Indeed,
as expected our baseline estimates suggest that financial market volatility is positively
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associated with increases in trading volume. The results are statistically significant and
hold for both the EGX30 and TUNINDEX.

The main independent variables of interest in all the models are socio-political in-
stability (as measured by the total number of civil unrest related events and a 7 and
14 day moving average of instability event counts) and turnover (including indicators of
leader and regime turnover). The coefficient on the civil unrest event counts in model
2 is positive and statistically significant, indicating that unrest is associated with higher
levels of volatility in returns on the EGX. Similarly, we find a positive and statistically
significant relationship between the moving averages of instability and volatility on the
Egyptian Exchange. That socio-political instability achieves and maintains statistical
significance cross our different measures of instability indicates support for the ex-ante
hypothesis that escalating socio-political instability is associated with volatility in market
returns on the Egyptian Exchange. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to suggest that
government turnover is associated with volatility in EGX30 returns.
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Models 5 through 8 also indicate that trading volume sustains a positive and statis-
tically significant association with volatility in returns on the Egyptian Exchange. In
addition, trading volume as well as the Dow Jones Industrial Average are positively as-
sociated with mean market returns across all of the models. The former finding is in
line with empirical analyses that have found that larger trading volumes are generally
associated with price increases. As Ying (1966) notes, “if the volume has been increasing
consecutively for a period of five trading days, then there will be a tendency for the price
to rise over the next four trading days” (p. 676). Finally, recall that the Dow Jones In-
dustrial Average is included as a proxy for global economic performance, suggesting that
the performance of the Egyptian Exchange is correlated with the international economy.

Models of the mean and variance of market returns on the Borse de Tunis suggest
limited support for any financial market reactions to civil unrest. Model 7, which consid-
ers the overall count of socio-political instability events as a measure of civil unrest, does
indicates support for a positive correlation between social unrest and volatility in returns
on the TUNINDEX. That is, as the number of instability events increases so does market
uncertainty. This effect, however, does not hold in the 7 and 14 day moving averages
models. Similarly, turnover does not achieve statistical significance. Also, the estimated
coefficient for trading volume is positive and statistically significant in the conditional
variance model. This suggests that in the same way trading volume is associated with
market volatility on the Egyptian Exchange, so to is it on the Borse de Tunis. Trading
volume, inflation, interest rates or the global economy do not reach significance in the
conditional mean portion of models 7 through 10.
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Conclusion

In this study I considered the effect of socio-political instability on financial market
volatility. Specifically, I tested whether escalating socio-political instability (ex-ante),
and government turnover (ex-post) in Tunisia and Egypt were associated with financial
market volatility on the Egyptian Exchange and Borse de Tunis. GARCH estimates
indicated that trading volume and civil unrest in Egypt is associated with higher levels
of market volatility on the Egyptian Exchange, suggesting that there is support for the
ex-ante hypothesis. Estimated unit-effects were small, however, driven in part by the
limited variability of the dependent variables, ∆ln(EGX30) and ∆ln(TUNINDEX).
Finally, there is limited support for a correlation between social instability and volatility
in Tunisia and no support for the ex-post hypothesis in either country. This later null
finding is likely due to the limited number of government turnover events (four in Egypt
and three in Tunisia) in the ex-post GARCH models. While it precludes the analysis
of conditional volatility, an event study would be well suited for testing the effect of the
government turnover events on abnormal market returns (MacKinlay, 1997).

These empirical findings presented contribute to the broader literature on investor
reactions to social and political unrest and instability (e.g., Eldor and Melnick, 2004;
Rigobon and Sack, 2005). It brings together two disparate literatures in financial and
political economics and draws upon the insights of industry financial analysts to develop
a more holistic model of investor analysis of political risk. I contribute a theoretical
nuance in arguing that financial market participants only account for political instability
in their trading behavior when it provides new information about policy uncertainty.
This intuition is line with market efficiency arguments common in the financial literature:
market valuations incorporate all publicly available information and as such prices should
only change when new information is revealed (Malkiel and Fama, 1970). This suggests
that because it was well known that autocratic regimes in the Middle East and North
Africa were loathed by their citizens, information about MENA instability should already
be priced into financial assets and markets should not respond to civil unrest.

The Arab Spring provides a unique case in which protests and other forms of collective
action (in a region where unrest and violence is every other day occurrence) lead to
revolutions and multiple regime changes. So while we shouldn’t expect markets to react
to instability in a consistently unstable regions, there is an argument to be made that
Arab Spring instability did provide financial market participants new information. This
new information undermines assumptions about political risk and traders reallocate their
portfolios to hedge against any new exposure. These changes in trading behavior would
lead to market changes, but this change may not be strictly negative as many have
assumed or argued (e.g., Alesina and Perotti 1996; Abadi and Gardeazabal 2003; King
and Soule, 2007). On the contrary, the empirics presented here suggest that instability
may provide trading opportunities (given its association with higher levels of market
volatility).
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Appendix

Table 17: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iteration 1)Table 3.9: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iteration 1)
1 blocked a entrance gathered at the park staging protests

threw stones held placards marched on saturday
carried placards marched the capital rioted in the streets
call for strike gathered the headquarters launched this strike
gathered in protest ended their strike marched through lisbon
rallied in kathmandu staged a picket demonstrated its o�ces
attacked protesters used clubs marched in support
ended the strike protesting plans planned demonstrations
held rally rallied in an square marched from the mosque
occupied the headquarters rallied for a day called for the day
rallied in bangkok held upbanners rallied outside the building
held strike blocked an entrance started strike thursday
went on onmonday call strike demonstrated the city
fired shells called the demonstration refused food
marched on the consulate gathered on saturday march in streets
staged their sit-in burned an e�gy stopped work
gathered outside a court rallied in the streets stage walkout
pressed with a strike gathered in an demonstration joined riots
occupied buildings gathered their headquarters surrounded their headquarters
called a demonstration burned a flag held a sit-in
protested in romania marched on wednesday called for strike
hit protesters picketed the embassy gathered outside the court
block highway marched through baghdad staged a onwednesday
protested outside the ministry confronted police picketed the o�ce
started the strike started protest staged asit-in
took up positions disrupted tra�c marched to ministry
participating in the strike gathered outside the hotel walkedo↵ their job
used live ammunition marched in rome marched through caracas
handed the letter marched near the palace blocked intersections
strike for another days rallied at a seoul blocked tracks
protested the streets rallied in rome rallied in city
smashed windows ended a strike gathered in madrid
marched through brussels staged street demonstrations marched through belgrade
fired into the air rallied outside the o�ce hold strikes
demonstrated in the streets blocked tra�c rallied outside an base
joined the strike stormed a building marched in an neighborhood
plan march entered a day marched through streets
pelted a building clashed withpolice demonstrated the embassy
demonstrated outside the o�ce submitted a memorandum marched toward palace
blockaded highways blocked road lit candles
march through bucharest gathered on monday set up roadblocks
signed the petition gathered near the building rallied outside the ministry
went on nationwide strike poured into streets demonstrated outside the palace
held protests gathered on a square demonstrated against a war
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Table 18: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 1 cont. & 2)Table 3.10: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 1 cont. & 2)
carried streamers gathered in madrid
organised the protests marched through belgrade blocked the boulevard
occupied the o�ce hold strikes staged a sit-in
gathered at the mosque rallied outside an base rallied in kathmandu
began their strikes marched in an neighborhood fired canisters
began a boycott marched through streets staged the march
marched through taipei demonstrated the embassy filled streets
occupied o�ces marched toward palace rallied in the tuesday
pressed with an strike lit candles staged a walk-out
marched through district set up roadblocks started hunger strike
formed a chain rallied outside the ministry attended the rally
occupied the building demonstrated outside the palace defied a order
came out on the streets demonstrated against a war picketed the embassy
staging protests 2 went the strike used a cannon
marched on saturday marched in streets marched on the consulate
rioted in the streets gathered in another park gathered outside an o�ce
launched this strike marched the streets held candle light vigils
marched through lisbon marched some kilometers gathered the embassy
demonstrated its o�ces demonstrated the parliament kept their buses
marched in support announced their strike rallied in rome
planned demonstrations launched an assault intensified protests
marched from the mosque stage strike marched through lisbon
called for the day protested in an city marched in london
rallied outside the building clashed with the capital been on strike
started strike thursday started their action marched through rome
demonstrated the city marched to the border blockaded the port
refused food go on strike demonstrated outside the embassy
march in streets marched through caracas gathered outside the station
stopped work staged a o�ces started an strike
stage walkout began their demonstration launched protests
joined riots demonstrated all day lit candles
surrounded their headquarters stormed the building march in streets
held a sit-in rallied in their capital demonstrated the city
called for strike marched on the street blocked access
gathered outside the court held a sit-in occupied the headquarters
staged a onwednesday staged protest hold rallies
picketed the o�ce blocked ports formed a ring
staged asit-in held an sit-in called another rally
marched to ministry pressed with an strike pelted police
walkedo↵ their job rallied in city burned a e�gy
marched through caracas marched to the capitol lined the highway
blocked intersections gathered at that site fired shells
blocked tracks broke through their lines planned demonstrations
rallied in city marched to the nations gathered outside his home
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Table 19: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iteration 2 cont.)Table 3.11: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iteration 2 cont.)
rallied in serbia used truncheons
gathered in gaza rallied in batumi stormed a compound
walkedo↵ their job pitched tents erected barricades
gathered on friday went onstrike marched through streets
marched through the saturday handed in a petition rallied in baghdad
held demonstration joined the strikeon blocked tra�c
blocked major intersections rallied on the steps went on across russia
marching through the capital gathered at the square marched through belgrade
marched to the o�ce burned tyres started strike thursday
marched past the embassies clashed with riotpolice brought out processions
called strikes began their strikes marched on his o�ce
fired the air protesting plans smashed cars
burn a flag marched in the city marched through capital
called for the protest surrounded the building marched on a street
gathered in okinawa planning their strike gathered in a area
rallied at a mosque shut down hospitals rallied in this town
gathered outside a court joined this strike demonstrated outside the palace
protested outside the ministry attacked its o�ce linked hands
rallied in kiev rallied outside the o�ce demonstrated on saturday
burned a flag carried banners burnt tires
fired in the air fired bullets carried signs
marched through sofia marched in a camp took the streets
marched on the streets blocked roads rallied wednesday
gathered in capital marched to the gate protested in romania
called o↵ their strike went on arampage fired tear-gas
called a rally organized protests picketed a o�ce
gathered in an stadium marched through center staged riots
thronged the streets attacked students organized a demonstration
marched along the streets going on strike battled police
marched in cities launched an petition ended a strike
gathered in the area marched through camp demonstrated outside parliament
rallied the embassy demonstrated on sunday organized a rally
protested in the city clashed with the guards defied a demonstrations
fired tear gas marched the palace gathered at the airport
continued its protest marched to a station rallied at the airport
organised the protests rallied intaipei marched the center
broke up the rally formed a barricade gathered outside a station
occupied a o�ce began an boycott marched this city
poured onto streets joined their strike began strike
calledfor a strike fired volleys demonstrated on friday
gathered infront marched to the capital staged sit-ins
staged rally marched on a o�ce gathered in the park
gathered for the rally set tires gathered outside the o�ce
joined general strike walked their job turned out for a demonstration
entered his day rallied in cities protested outside the o�ce
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Table 20: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 2 cont. & 3)Table 3.12: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 2 cont. & 3)
refused food staged a stoppage rallied in multan
marched in the center started protest stormed a building
occupied a embassy organized the demonstration occupied buildings
walked the job marched through kong gathered outside the cemetery
marched toward the saturday rallied in belgrade distributed pamphlets
gathered the square rallied near the embassy blocked highways
protested outside the embassy marched through taipei picketed the embassies
held signs waved banners planned rallies
launch strike rallied on tuesday resumed strike
ended the strike joined a rally gathered in a center
manned barricades 3 goneon strike hit protesters
burn an flag gathered at a monument launched strikes
rallied in an square occupied an o�ce gathered near a building
called strike march in this city began protest
blocking roads marched the entrance holding the strike
pressed with their demonstrations demonstrated in the center detained some people
blocked intersections used gas protested plans
demonstrated outside his o�ce staged one-day strike gathered thousands
protested the embassy calling for a strike broke up a rally
occupied a station march in a city marched in support
hold strike call for strike marched a city
march through bucharest gathered near parliament rallied outside the base
called for aboycott joined riots gathered outside his o�ce
burned e�gies plan rallies strike for another days
demonstrated against a war protested the streets gathered in the o�ce
rallied outside the consulate occupied the embassy staged rallies
march in the city marched through angeles ended their strike
picketed his o�ce gone on strike protested outside the building
entered those o�ces started the strike protested on the streets
threatened strikes staged a march rallied in the port
held an vigil rallied outside the embassy marched in silence
gathered at a square called their rally carried streamers
shouted slogans staged strike demonstrate in paris
used force defied the order called a demonstration
defied an ban defied the ban submitted a memorandum
rallied for the day demonstrated in this city called protest
participating in a strike gathered outside the building rallied outside the palace
marched from the square rioted in the capital rallied in london
staged several strikes planning a demonstration occupied the o�ce
rallied outside a building stopped work walked o↵ job
marched in paris held upbanners packed a square
threw rocks rallied in prague marched through cities
escalated protests staging a sit-in occupied streets
gathered at another site flooded streets went on strike monday
hit streets staged demonstrations marched the embassy
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Table 21: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 3 cont. & 4)Table 3.13: Gigagword Bootstrapped Event Phrases (Iterations 3 cont. & 4)
hold rally marched in seoul participating in the strike
gathered outside a o�ce gathered in madrid gathered the headquarters
gathered in the streets signed their petition stage strikes
marched to the station blocked the bridge plan demonstration
marchedthrough the city marching through this capital gathered at the park
demonstrated outside the building started his strike called for another day
plan march marked its anniversary marched in a rally
drove tractors formed lines began the action
gathered the streets marched cuts gathered in a field
rallied in a square marched to parliament gathered on a square
gathered on the side blockaded highways gathered outside a building
planning the rally rallied outside the ministry marched down the street
marched the city occupied an airport defy ban
marched a miles rallied in the capitalon held rallies

4 called for strike pressed with their strike entered the o�ces
marchedthrough this capital called for a demonstration gathered outside their headquarters
cordoned o↵ streets occupied the plaza walked out on strike
rallied in seoul marked the anniversary marched through district
staged their march occupied the station rally in moscow
used batons called for a protest call for boycott
called o↵ the strike tookto the streets marched from the mosque
demonstrated on tuesday gathered outside parliament continued a protest
swarmed the streets blocked highway gathered on monday
blockaded a port went on an strike signed her petition
marched on the o�ce occupied an plaza plan a rally
blocked road rampaged through cities rallied in moscow
planned strikes called for protests gathered at the rally
staged the sit-in stage protest gathered outside the headquarters
marched through athens set up roadblocks marched in the capital
demonstrated its o�ces staging rallies stage rally
tear gas entered their day blocked tracks
marched down a street chanted songs blocked streets
occupied o�ces marched to the embassy participated in a march
set fire marched through the tuesday picketed the o�ce
block road hold strikes wenton strike
were on strike scu✏ed with police gathered in a demonstration
launched a assault dispersed crowds held protest
gathered in this city converged on parliament launched this strike
stepped up its protests staging strike gathered in a square
marched to government o�ces marched in the rally take to streets
gathered near the building launched a rally alsotook to the streets
burned tires gathered outside his hotel occupied the chamber
beenon strike downed tools massed in athens
protested in streets announced a strike
called for a rally walked o↵ jobs
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